
ATLAS
Asset Tracking and License 

Acquisition for Software

Federal organizations spend billions of dollars on 
software tools each year, but they often lack a 
holistic view of their software portfolio. Federal 
leaders are trying to answer questions like:

If I had a dollar to spend, where should I spend it? 
How well are we utilizing the licenses we have? 
What software capabilities are redundant, what 
can we deduplicate? 
Which software platforms are reaching end of life? 

ATLAS is a low-code, automated software license and procurement management tool 
that solves common challenges for federal leaders by providing them with a complete 
view of their software portfolio and streamlining the software procurement process. 
ATLAS supports organizations by optimizing their lifecycle software management and 
maximizing each taxpayer dollar spent through cost reductions. 

ATLAS
Asset Tracking and 
License Acquisition 

for Software

Managed
User Permissions

Budget, Access, Rank etc.

“Shopping-like” License Request System

Visibility into where the
Request is in the Workflow.

Web-Based Developer Marketplace
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License Inventory

30 Day Vendor
Quote and Acquisition

Managed Vendor
Procurement Cycles

Automated
Approval Workflow

Tracked
Utilization Levels

ATLAS has a web-based platform for 
users to view the software catalog, 

request new software, and offers managed 
user permissions, budget, and more.

REMOVE REQUEST CONFUSION

INTEGRATED SECURITY 360 VISIBILITY

The automated approval workflow 
streamlines the request to delivery. ATLAS 
routes new requests through the approval 
channels, and delivers to the procurement 
point of contact for next steps, based on 
the set evaluation criteria.

ATLAS provides visibility into the 
requests, usage, inventory, security, and 
financials. Allowing managers to see a full 
view of their software portfolio through 
concise dashboards.

STREAMLINED PROCUREMENT

(Active, Idle, Inventory)

Financial Visibility
(Current Spend, Forecast, 
Remaining)

Want to Learn More? Contact our team at BD@highlighttech.com

Integrated CAC/PIV
or ID Signatures

Compliance with
Agency Environment

Enabled for
IL4 & IL5 Environments

Security checks are embedded throughout 
the procurement and management 

process to ensure compliance with your 
specific environment.

Proactive Management


